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Restore with a smile
the provocative approach
Jan & Laurien Ruigrok
Bethlehem (Penn.) August 2nd 2012

Do or do 
not, 

there is 
no try

To download this handout go to:

http://bestanden.rigardus.nl/bestanden/

Open “Budapest Connvention” 
and find the hand out
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Rule number 

1
Get yourself in the 

laughing state.

I -

TO

Power

Repressing

The Social Disciplin Window

WITH

Authority

Connecting

NOT

Powerless

Neglecting

FOR

Authoritycrisis

Pampering

high

highlow s u p p o r t

c o n t r o l

Teacher in heart & boneskidneys              

you 
+

you 
-

I +

I -

I+ , you-

I-, you- I-,  You+

I+, you +                                         
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jij +jij -

ik +

ik -

Persecutor

Victim

assertive

vulnerable

careful

ik -

The educational dancing floor
Restorative
front door

Rescuer

So you want 
to get me in 

the green???

jij +jij -

ik +

ik -

Persecutor

Victim

assertive

vulnerable

careful

ik -

The educational dancing floor

Rescuer

Restorative practices bring people back from red to green behaviour

Restorative
front door

jij +jij -

ik +

ik -

Persecutor

Victim

assertive

vulnerable

careful

ik -

The educational dancing floor

Rescuer

Non contracts prevent them to fall back to red behaviour.
They close the green – red border

Restorative
front door
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jij +jij -

ik +

ik -

Persecutor

Victim

assertive

vulnerable

careful

ik -

The educational dancing floor

Rescuer

Restorative
front door

Provocative coaching makes people feel uncomfortable by read
behaviour. And feeling  uncomrtable about your behavior is a 

condition to change it

so a surviving strength is activated and they get out 

on their own power
(and not because of the teachers help, 
so all the credits are his). 

I have a 
problem!

It’s not a problem, 
it’s the best thing 
that could ever 

happen to you in 
your life  and I’m 

gona tell you 
why…

I have a 
problem

It’s much more than 
that, it’s the most 
terrible thing that 

could ever happen to 
you in your live and 
I’m gonna tell you 

why.
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you +you -

I +

I -

The OK Corral

I+, you -

I-, you - I-, you +

I+, you +

Aggression

Depression
Despair

The 
restorative
F
front door

With love, and 
compassion

Out of fear, anger and 
irritation

humor.

Destructive, damaging 
& disconnecting

Constructive, helpfull 
& connecting

Provocative
approach

Violence

Faith in your own strength. 
Free of fear and shame

Humor
Compassion and faith in the 
strength of the other person
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Faith in your own strength. 
Fee of fear and shame

Humor
Compassion and faith in the 
strength of the other person

PA

My little boy suffers from anger,
bad eating habbits and lack of sleep

My little boy suffers from anger,
bad eating habbits and lack of sleep

What can I do?

Nothing

He is just a failure
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